INTERESTED IN ATTENDING, BUT NOT SURE HOW TO MAKE IT WORK IF YOU HAVE UNIQUE NEEDS?

HERE ARE SOME STEPS WE’VE TAKEN TO INCREASE ACCESSIBILITY

- **SENSORY:** While the main event will be loud, there is a quiet space that can be found in the courtyard in front of FOUND Gallery.
- **ACCESSIBLE RESTROOMS:** Restrooms at the Ann Arbor Farmers Market include handicap stalls.
- **PICK-UP/DROP-OFF:** There are convenient drop-off locations off of 4th Street or Detroit Street where guests can be dropped off or picked up while others park the vehicle.
- **MODIFIED PROCESSION:** The luminary procession that steps off from the Ann Arbor Farmers Market is shorter in length and stays close to the Market for any guests that may need or want less meandering through downtown.

FULL EVENT DETAILS AT: ASSEMBLI.US

ACCESSIBILITY IDEAS FOR FUTURE FOOLMOONS? SHARE THEM HERE: https://tinyurl.com/mwetubdt